DIRECT MAIL FULL STOP!!

9 X 12 SELF MAILER WITH SCRATCH OFF

- 9x12 Self Mailer
- Scratch Off
- Prize Call Center Appointment Setting
- $10,000 Prize Insurance
- Postage
- Includes 2 DDU Drops
- Dealer Coop Eligible
- Your Creative or Ours
- Tracking Numbers
- Saturation List
DIRECT MAIL SCRATCH MATCH!!

17 X 22 SELF MAILER WITH SCRATCH OFF

- 2500 Piece Minimum
- 17x22 Self Mailer
- Scratch Off
- Call Center Appointment Setting
- Saturation List
- Postage
- Dealer Coop Eligible
- Your Creative or Ours
- Tracking Numbers
- $10,000 Prize Insurance
Dealerships Only
Dealership Coop Eligible
List
BB Trade Data (Dealers Only)
Tracking Numbers
Variable Data Entries
5000 Piece Minimum
6 x 11 Laminated With Trade Pop Out
Includes YMM or BB (For Dealers)
4/4 Color
Postage
Includes 2 DDU Drops
6 X 11 LAMINATED

• 6 x 11 Laminated With Pop Out
• List
• 4/4 Color
• Postage
• Includes 2 DDU Drops
• Coop Eligible
• Tracking Numbers
• Variable Data Entries
• 2500 Piece Minimum
DIRECT MAIL HIGH INTEREST!!

8.5 X 11 CREDIT MAILER

- 8.5 x 11 Letter
- Envelope (window)
- Scratch Off
- Call Center Appointment Setting
- 4/4 Color
- Postage
- Includes 2 DDU Drops
- Dealer Coop Eligible
- Credit List
- Trans Union Credit Data
- Tracking Numbers
- Variable Data Entries
- 5,000 Piece Minimum
- Dealerships Only
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